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FRENCH CLUB TO
PRESENT ATTRACTIVE
PROGRAM TONIGHT
Hartt School of Music to Entertain.
This evening at 8.15 one of the outstanding concerts of the season will
be presented by members of the
faculty and students of the Julius
Hartt School of Music under the
auspices of the Romance Languages
Department of Trinity College and of
Le Club Clemenceau of Trinity College at Alumni Hall. The faculty students of Trinity College and the public are cordially invited to attend.
Professor Stanley L. Galpin will
speak.
· A vail yourselves of this opportunity
-we know that you will be delighted
by this most interesting program.
You will consider it an evening well
spent when you have listened to these
selections-mainly the works of
French composers.
Ou Va Ia Jeune Indone
(Delibes)
Mary Billings Green
Romance
(Arensky)
Andante
(Mozart)
Gavotte and ·Musette
(Raff)
Moshe Paranov and Marshoal! Seeley
Le Dernier Soir
(Maurice Blazy)
Soupir
(Leo Stern)
Oh, Si Les Fleurs A vaient des Yeux
(Massenet)
Elle et moi
(Mrs. H. H. Beach)
Mary Billings Green
Waltz
(Arensky)
En Blanc et N oir
(Debussy)
Laideronnette
(Ravel)
Arkansas Traveler
, (Pattison
Mos.he Paranov · and Marshoall Seeley

ATTENTION CALLED TO PRIZES.
Many A wards Open to Competition.
The Administration desires very
much to call the attention of the students to the many prizes which are
awarded each year by the College.
General information concerning these
prizes can be found in the catalogue
and more specific details can be gotten from the heads of the various departments.
There has been an increase in the
amount of money to be given for some
of the prizes this year. The amount
of each prize, whose value has been
changed is as follows:
Goodwin Greek Prizes-First $60,
second $40.
Ferguson History Prizes-First $60,
second $40.
Alumni Prizes in English Composition-First $50, second $30, third $20.
Prizes last year were awarded as
follows:
Tuttle Prize Essay: Alfred Knightly
Birch.
Goodwin Greek Prizes:
First Prize: Charles Francis Whiston.
Second Prize: (Not awarded).
Prizes in History and Political Science
(Not awarded)
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition
(Not awarded)
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes
First Prize: Casimir Sutula.
Second Prize: William Pitt, Jr.
The Douglas Prize: Irving Scott AIford.
The F. A. Brown Prize: John Williams, Jr.
The Phi Gamma Delta Prize in Mathematics:
Arthur Samuel Blank.
The Christopher Trowbridge Memoria~
Prize:
Arthur Samuel Blank.
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ROGERS AND WAD LUND
BROADCAST.
Discuss Knowledge About Planets.
Man knows about the planets because he accepts five principles and
drt•.ws from five intellectual lanes
Professor Charles E. Rogers of Trinib.• College informed Professor Arthur
··'
P. R. Wadlund in the course of a radio
dialogue over station WTIC here
Tuesday .night. . .
.
.

" The ~Ive prmciples ,he hsted as:
"W_e beheve th.at ~ature s laws are of
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The mtellectual lanes which converge in astronomical study, he said,
are: Mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and reverence and hope.
"One cannot study properly any
branch of science without pausing occasionally to rest and to consider the
past and the future," Professor
Rogers said.
Physics and chemistry have perfected the present-day telescopes and
phc·tographic methods, mathematics
has enabled man to plot astronomical
maps to true scale, and biology opens
a deep conception of the principle of
life which permits of its application
to bodies other than the earth, Profe~sor Rogers explained.
This last point Professor Wadlund
expanded as follows: "If vegetation
her<' before our very eyes must assume such varied forms to live under
various conditions, why should not
thi~ same principle of life prevail on
Mars? In fact, is any other conclusion reasonable? I know that astronomers as such probably care little
whether there is actual life on the
planets, but I am sure they would be
the last to claim for the earth a
Inl•nopoly of anything."
"I am willing to go a step farther,"
Professor Rogers replied, "and say
that in the future it may happen that
we shall reverse this process and that
we may be, as it were. an outsider,
studying a planet or the sun in order
that discoveries thus made may explain phenomena noted on this earth."
Astronomers state positively that
conditions favorable to animal life as
· t on Mars
th e earth k nows 1·t exis
through utilization of the physicist's
spectrascope, Professor Rogers said.
The spectrum he described as an excellent finger-print method of identification and explained that ·b y
applying it
a,strooomers.
have
learned that there is an atmosphere
surrounding Mars and that, further,
this atmosphere contains oxygen and
moisture.

POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
MEETS.
Coleman and Ernst Speak.
There was a meeting of the Political
Science Club last Tuesday night at
the Sigma Nu House. The meeting
was open to all who were interested.
The speakers of the evening were
Mr. McAlister Coleman and Mr. Morris Ernst. These men, because of
their wide experience, were able to
treat their subjects adequately and interestingly.
Mr. Coleman, who is a graduate of
Columbia University, talked on "Some
Phases of Industrial Disputes." Mr.
Ernst, who is a graduate of Williams
College, spoke on the subject of "Do
We Want Free Speech?"

DR. OGII..BY'S VISIT
TO PHILADELPHIA
GREAT SUCCESS
Attended Alumni Dinner There.
President Ogilby spent a very busy
k ·
Ph'l d 1 h"
·
wee m
I a e P Ia commencmg
M arch 21· · H e h a d b een t W ash'mgton on the Sunday previous, preaching in one -of the Churches there, and
.during the week in Philadelphia, he
held daily Lenten services, at the
historic Old Christ Church, the rector
of which is the Reverend Louis C.
W,ashburn, of the Class of 1881. He
. tt d d
Al 11 • d'nner on Tuesa en e an
urn I I
d a.y mg
· ht , th e 22 nd·, Th urs d ay nig
· ht ,
spoke to the students at the Philade1ph'Ia D'IVIm
· 'ty S ch oo1, an d a tt en ded
Ph'
B
t
I e a K appa d'mner a t th e B e1a
.
·
levue-Stratfoid that evemng, and was
f h
k
t th
S t h
one o t e spea ers a
e
co c Irish dinner, which is one of the nota:ble Philadelphia dinners of the
year, at the same hotel on Friday
night.

°

The Alumni dinner was held ·a t the
Art Alliance, a departure from the
usual place of holding college dinners, and was a very agreea.b le
change. \The Art Alliance is located
in a very ha,ndsome old Philadelphia house.
The decorations of
spring flowers of gold and blue
were especially beautiful, and the
whole meeting
was characterized
by genial good-fellowship and refleeted great credit on R. E. Kinney, of the class of 1915 , who was
chairman of the Committee. M. W.
Clement, of the class- of 1901, vicepresident in charge of ·o perations of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, was to
have aoted . as toastmaster, but a
notable dinner given by the staff of
the railroad to another retiring vicepresident occasioned his absence. The
gap was generously filled by Joseph
Wellington Shannon, of the class of
1887 , a member of the Philadelphia
bar.
'T he address of Doctor Ogilby was
listened to with warm attention and
interest by all present, and between
it and the later address of Judge Buffington, of the class of 1875, who spoke
on behalf of the Trustees, everyone
was gratified to find the splendid condition things were in at the College,
financially, intellectually, in morale,
and in every way. Doctor Ogi!by has
not only endeared himself to the
Alumni, but he has their confidence
in toto. iBishop Garland, of the Diocese of Pennsylvania, who was present as an honor guest, gave an interesting account of the acquisition of
property for the new Cathedral in
Philadelphia, and an outline of what
was proposed in the way of building
during the coming years.
A hundred acres have been secured, to
which the diocesan activities will be
eventually removed, and on center
ground a small sized Cathedral will
be built. Later on, Judge Buffington
humorously told the Bishop that while
he was waiting to put up the buildings, he ought to :follow what his
fellow Trinity trustee, Mayor Brainard was doing at the College, in
planting all around the outer edges
of the College property, elms which
would gradually enclose it.
Harold Goodwin, a member of the
Philadelphia bar who is a son of a
former president of Trinity, was also
an honor guest, and gave an interesting talk of his early experiences and
recollections as a child on the Trinity
College campus at a period preceding the Civil War. He told an interes.ting and amusing story about old
Professor Jim, the colored janitor of
those days, comdng to his father one
morning, in great excitement telling
him that a cow had been placed in
the third story of old Brownell Hall.
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$2500 SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED
FOR THE COLLEGE CRUISE
ROUND TRE WORLD.

MASTRONARDE ELECTED
BASKETBALL CAPTAIN

A $2500 scholarship for a school
year of study a:broad the S. S. Ryndam, on its second College Cruise
Round the W-orld, is soon to be announced by the University Travel
Aissociation, Inc., 285 Madison Avenue, New York City. Jt will be available to any young man, now an undergra d ua t e m
· any coII eg·e or umver·
sity.
'This scholarship includes full ·expenses of the "University Mloat"tuition, lectures, steamship ticket,
stateroom, shore trips and meals.
It will go to the writer of the best
essay in a national essay contest, for
which presidents of 150 leading colleges and universities are now selecting the subJ'ect.
Judges, nominated hy these. presidents, are to decide the merits of the
essays and pick the winner.
The scholarship provides for a continu3ttion of the regular aJCademic
courses in preparatory subjects, or a
freshman year of college w-ork, or
study of special business courses relating to foreign commerce and international trade.
The a.ward will be made early in
June, of this year, and the winner
will depart on a study-travel tour of
the globe September 20.
The First College Cruise Round the
World now ret.urning through European waters, was co-educational, but
the Second is to be limited to young
men students only, with an enrollment
of 375 instead of 500.
. ·The subject for the contest, which
will possibly inv-olve a discussion of
the East in connection with international education, will be made known
as soon as decided upon. Not more
than two months will elapse between
the opening and closing dates.

Captain-Elect is Letter Man in Three
Major Sports.
At a meetirrg of the basketball
team held last Monday afternoon
Nicholas A. Mastronarde was elected
captain for the 1927-1928 season.
The team, in electing their next year's
leader, chose one of Trinity's best allround athletes. Nick is one of the
three men in college who have won
'varsity letters in three major sports.
F c<·tball and baseball as well as basketball claim him each year when the
call is sounded for those sports.
He has taken a prominent part in
both football and baseball throughout
hi.;; college career. As a freshman he
played in the backfield of the Junior
'varsity team and since that time has.
seen two seasons of regular service
on the 'varsity eleven, being one of
the most consistent ground gainers
of the Trinity aggregation. Nick's
first 'varsity experience was in baseball. having been awarded a letter in
that sport in his first year. THe past .
season was Nick's first as a regular
on the basketball team. In fact, he
started this year as a s.ubstitute but
wa ~ soon promoted to a regular berth.
Confidence in his ability as a basketball player is justly shown by his
election to the captaincy.
Mastronarde is a member of the
Sigma Nu fraternity and of the Junior class. He succeeds Walter A ..
Whitaker in the captaincy. Seven
men, including the manager, were
awarded the 'varsity · basketball insignia for the past season. These
men are: Manager Salisky, Captain
Whitaker, Captain-elect Mastronarde,
Burr, Hallstrom, Ebersold and Burton. All of these men will again be
eligible for basketball next year, giving an unusually large group of
veterans about which to mold the new
team.

SENIOR CLASS MEETING HELD.
JESTERS TO GIVE SPRING
There was a meeting of the Senior
PRODUCTION.
Class last Friday in the Public Speaking room. The meeting was called in
order that the plans for the Senior · At a recent meeting of the Trinity
Ball could be discussed. The meeting Jesters it was decided that another
adjourned after the committee's re- play would be produced shortly after
the Easter vacation. The title of the
port was made and acted upon.
play has not yet been announced but
will be soon.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
MEETS.
Discusses Plans for Next Year's
Collection.
There was a meeting of the Senate
Finance Committee in No. 8 Jarvis
HaL last Wednesday afternoon. The
Committee discussed plans for the collection of next year's assessments, and
talked over the suggestions which the
Senate made in regard to the financial
condition of the student body.

Prexy Goodwin took the thing very
quietly, •w ent to Chapel as usual,
where it was expected some announcement would be made, but nothing was
done. After Chapel the faculty tackled him and wanted to know how they
would get the cow down. ~rexy remarked thart; he was not bothered
about that, that he had given orders
to Professor Jim to keep the cCYW
well supplied with water and hay.
Toward the afternoon, the students
living in Brownell came in to see
Prexy a:bout what was being done t()
get the cow down. 'He told them that
he had given orders to Jim to keep
the cow well fed and watered and to
(Continued on page 4, column 2.}

BY-LAWS CONCERNING FINANCE
COMMITTEE ADOPTED.
Definitely Establishes Powers of That
Committee.
At the regular weekly meeting of
the Senate last Tuesday night the following recommendations concerning
the Senate Finance Committee were
adopted as by-laws:
1. The President of the Senate Finance Committee shall have the right,
ex officio, to sit in the Senate.
2. The Senate has exelusive right to
vote all undergraduate funds, but no
funds can be voted by the Senate except on the recommendation of the
Senate Finance Committee.
3. All budgets for undergraduate
activities must be submitted to the
Senate, through the Senate Finance
Committee, for approval.
4. The President of the Senate Finance Committee shall also be the
treasurer of it. The committee shall
choose its other officers.
5. Candidates for the Senate Finance Committee shall be recommended by the committee and chosen by
the Senate.
!The Senate is detel!'mined to see to
it that these provisions are carried
out.
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THE TRIPOD

think in .any other way. By drawing
a line we may mean sketching a mark
-a length if you wish-which has no
appreciable thickness. That interpreTRINITY COLLEGE.
tation is probably used most commonHartford, Conn.
ly in the mathematics class or in
drawing. To draw a line may mean
1(-b~r. Eastern Intercollegiate Newspaper
Association.
to pull at both ends of thE) line as
Published twenty-six times during the )"ear. though it were elastic----probably we
should employ that meaning most
often on that famous passage in the
Constitution-"Congress shall have
labscribers are urged to report promptly an,terioas irregular! ty in the receipt of THE Power to make all Laws which shall
TIUPOD. All complaints and business eom- be necessary and proper for carrying
mnnications should be addressed to THE
TRIPOD, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
into Execution the foregoing Powers,
The columns of THE TRIPOD are at all and all other Powers vested by this
Umes open to alumni, undergraduates, and
others for the free discussion of matters of Constitution in the Government of the
interest to Trinity men. No anonymous communications will be considered, though If the United States .or in any Department
correspondent so desires, his name will not be or Offices thereof." We might think
publishad. THE TRIPOD assumes no responsibility for sentiments expressed by corres·· of evolution as another way of conpondenta.
struing the term. When we trace our
ancestry we draw the line.
It is hardly necessary to say that in
our use of the phrase we think very
Editor
much of that outdoor sport of fishing.
Arnold Henry Moses, Jr., 1928
We do, however, use it as a wedge and
Associate Editors
as a wall which divide opposing isJohn Clark FitzGerald, 1928
sues. To enumerate the instances of
f'obert Fisher Gibson, Jr., 1928
its uses would be an enormous task
William Brown Stewart, Ill, 1928
and certainly quite fruitless.
We
Robert Ruggles Bartlett, 1929
might think of the ages of the earth
Albert V. DeBonis, 1929
Karl Fred Koenig, 1929
-·we draw a line between Silurian and
William Franklin Mills, 1929
DeYonian times. These may not be
exact or even correct but we must
Business Manager
draw the line somewhere. Suddenly a
William McEwan Ellis, 1928
revolution breaks out with cries of
Assistant Business Mana&'er
"Liberty, Equality and Fraternity."
Lyman Bushnell Brainerd, Jr., 1929
Wt! realize that this outburst is the
culmination
of an increasing spirit.
Circulation Manager
Yet we draw the line between the
William Dunlop Orr, 1928
period leading up to the revolution
Assistant Circulation Manager
and the time when the actual flame
Edward Thomas Taggard, 1930
was lighted. Some people are prosperous- others are poor. We see many
qualities
which they have in common,
Entered at the Post Office, Hartford, Conn.,
but we must draw the line somewhere.
as second-class matter.
Acceptance for mailing at special rate ot We discriminate between old and
postage provided for in paragraph 4, section
young, warm and cold, fresh and stale,
412, Act of October 28, 1926, authorized
bitter and sweet-between a good
October 14, 1926.
writer
and a poor one, jazz and real
Subscription Price, $2.50 per Year.
music, fundamentalist and evolutionAdvertising Rates furni shed on application.
is.;- in fact, wherever there is an
ar>tonym a line can be drawn. We
employ this method in reasoning.
Life seems to be an intermittent
process of sorting these cards of opposition.-K.
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DRAW THE LINE.
With inventions, with increasing
knowledge, with the advance of civilization, come certain factors which
were almost ignored years ago. Our
grandfathers never concerned themselves about their future life-work.
There were few vocations and usually
what the father had used as a means
of a livelihood his son would also.
Progress depends largely upon conditions, environment and on the stage
of development. Of course the earth
was fundamentally the same as it is
today, but we must draw the line
when we think of their living facilitie::. in comparison to ours. There
were, without doubt, wealthy people
who were not subject to the conditions
a<; the majority. We must draw the
line somewhere as we do today.
Before proceeding, let us see whether we can give ourselves a clear idea
of what we mean when we refer to the
term "draw the line." It enters into
rdaily conversation; we conduct our' selves with it in mind; it is the method
used by people who are too lazy to

I
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BOOK REVIEWS

Hart, Schaffner
and Marx

$35 $40. $45

HORSFAL[S

Letter from a Trinity Alumnus
Studying Abroad

THE JESTERS.
It gave us grea t p I easure to hear
that the Jesters are going to give
another play this spring because we
feel that there are very few things
which are of as much value to the college as these productions.
The gratitude of the whole college
is due to the men in this splendid organization who are willing to give
the time and effort required for the
adequate presentation of a play and
"The Tripod" wants here to wish
them · the greatest possible success.

experiences" and send the article to him to live on his money with some- s,~,,~,,~,,~,,
you just as soon as I have some free one else; (9) an >artist so brutally selfmoments.
ish and so irrational outside of his
art that he mars every life he touches,
I haven't seen any snow this win- including his own.
ter. We have rain in Limoges in0
ste:ad. I feel rather disorientated for,
up till the present time, in my mind
The protagonists of these novels are
'
winter and snow have been practically
flannel,
suitable
for
all
not heroes or heroines in exactly the
0
synonymous terms.
old sense for they are not always
outdoor
sports.
'
Living in France is a wonderful praised, or even defended; yet they
Attached collars, two
experience. I have made very rapid ar'! sympathetically presented, al- 0
pockets,
with button- 0
progress in my French and have ac- though each could have been depicted
quired such a good French accent that ac a deep-dyed villain, each story ' down flaps.
'
people meeting me think I'm a native. could be a tale of an evil personality
Everyone here is perfectly charming preying upon the good, every one of
o
and each seems to take an especial in- these books fifty years ago would un'
terest in helping to make my sojourn doubtedly have been a study in vilMen's Shop
lainy. And in the lot there is not one o
in France a pleasant one.
leading
character
that
the
novelists
Yours sincerely,
Street Floor
c
are willing to condemn. Everyone '
JAMES H. LIBERTY. has his or her excuse. One suffers
from a complex, another breaks away
o'
to escape the iron of convention, a 0
third is a pathetic example of the
needs of youth denied, a fourth is the
inevitable reaction of the clever hu0)~()~()~()~10
man animal to the predatory habits
o.f the .animals that surround him, a
fifth is a study in pathology which
EXIT THE VILLAIN.
shows how charm persists in woman
even when desire becomes a mere disWell Dressed Men
What has become of Mr. Slope with ease, a sixth is the apparent result
take their Hats Off
his greasy hands? Where is the cold- of modern marriage.
hearted Scrooge? Are there no more
Thus science, which is essentially a
to the New
Uriah Heeps? Why do Roger Chil- study of causes, has led us to analyze
lingworth and Sir Pitt Crawley and the villain into heredity, environment,
Carver Doone and Miladi and even personality; after which we tell the
Mr. Collins seem to have few succes- story of why he did it rather than
sors except in melodrama and senti- what he did.
This is a vital change, and it is
mental romance? Where are the Vicde:finitive. We will never go back to
torian villains?
the old, undifferentiated villain until
SPRING SUITS
To depict a villain like !ago or
this civilization breaks down, never be
Lovelace with new varieties of cold- content with an Iago, no matter how
AND TOP COATS
blooded rascality was once a test of magnificent the depiction, unless he is
the art of fiction, like the playing of explained.
Snappy, new models m
Lady Macbeth or Hamlet in the art
Yet analysis has gone too far for
of the stage. New methods of cloak- art. The author doth protest too
the new light colors, fine
ir.g a crocodile heart were rewarded much, excuse too much, explain too
woolens and tailoring.
likE" new methods of concealing the fai· in current fiction. One step furCan't be beat at
culprit in a detective story. Or the ther and everything will be justified
villain was made to dominate the aml condoned. In half a century we
whole story in a crescendo like a win- have worked through the Frenchter storm which broke with his death
man's epigram, "To11t CP.m~rendre,
ami left the hero and heroine exhaustc'est tout pardonner," and come out
ed ~.ut s~fe. , The ti~erish women, the at" the further end. The impartial atI :-:, -~!---': ',
sorrowful Satans, the blighted, des- titude is correct for science, which
perate Red Rovers, the vicious chil- wants to know only why the villain
dren, the ruthless wills, the snakes in was villainous. It is not enough for
the grass, the black panthers of arr, which must at least seek moral
93-99~/umStreet
notable fiction are gone. Look for relationships and form moral judgthlm in the movies or not at all, and ments, even if it does not judge ........Sat"It Pays to Buy Our Kind"
even in the movies they begin to be urday Review of Literature.
villains only by accident.

February 7, 1927.
Dear Dr. Ogilby:
On my return from London I had
the pleasure of finding your most
charming letter waiting for me here
at Limoges. I spent the Reveillon
and Christmas Day at Paris, stayed
in London till New Year's Day, visiting nearly all the various points of interest in and about that city, including Stratford-on-Avon, which as the
English say amusedly, Americans always include in their itinerary when
touring England.
On the way back to Limoges I
stopped again at Paris. During a
week I attended some extremely interesting lectures on French writers,
given at the Sorbonne. I had a delightful time both in London and in
Paris. The two capitals were most
gay during the holiday season.
When I read about the French play
I had a little homesick feeling in
thinking that I wouldn't be able to
witness it this year. I'll never forget the fun I had last year when I
made my "stage debut."
The copy of "The Tripod" you sent
me was most interesting. I had myself placed on the list of subscribers
and am looking forward eagerly to receiving the issues here. I had the students in my classes translate the issue
you sent me. I had already spoken to
them of Trinity and had shown them
the little booklet of views of the college. If it should ever come about
that some of them have the opportunity to study in America, I'm certain
Tri11ity will be their choice. To the
students here life, especially school
life in America, is as fascinating as a
tale from the Arabian Nights.
I feel honored and quite confused
to be asked to write an article for
"The Tripod." Just at present I'm
extremely occupied, but I'll write "my

••
Science, which alters moral thinking with the slow impassivity of a
machine tool, has reduced the old villain to scrap, form which are will have
to laboriously build him up again into a new mould of villainy. For in
spite of new conceptions of responsibility, common sense has not given
up its belief in essential villainy. It
has relinquished original sin and accepted glands or infant training in
place of the devil, yet it knows very
well that the honest man will be despoiled unless he watches his neighbor, and sees that the widow and the
orphan have a safety curve that rises
little higher than in the past.

••
(We are printing this editorial comment from the Saturday Review because of the discussion this latest
work of his has raised and because of
th~ wide interest which has been
taken in it.)
VICIOUS IGNORANCE.

G.Fox &Co.
Inc.

HARTFORD
READ THE LATEST
FICTION IN OUR

Elmer Gantry himself, that wenching, drunken, football roughneck, who
throughout his career as Baptist
preacher,
professional
revivalist,
Methodist organizer, remains a hypocrite and a libertine, is guilty of one
greatest sin in the eye of his creatot·
-,'he is grossly ignorant. His ig- The Newest Books as Soon aa
norance protects his conscience with
They are Published.
triple brass, his ignorance gives his
crude Fundamentalism the strength
Mezzanine Balcony.
of certainty, his ignorance keeps him
at the level of the mass mind. Disgusting swine that he is, he wallows in the trough of religious emotionalism with a sexual delight, and
pushes his shrewd nose into every
Booksellers and
chink where unctuous morsels can be
Stationers
found. He is no fool. His velvet pulpit voice may be meaningless, but the 77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Coma.
wish behind it is not meaningless. He
knows what he wants and how to get
it. And the dense dark night of his
ignorance shuts him in, so that his
DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors
little flashlight of shrewdness makes POSTERS, PLACARDSa straight path to his goals which
BIG TYPE PRINTERS.
wiser men in daylight would not care
Also CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers
to follow.
• .;o
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.

CIRCULATING
LffiRARY

Fiction, of course, has responded
with lightning rapidity to the change.
The novelist's simple response to the
alteration in values has been to make
the villain the hero. Of nine fair!:•
recent novels the protagonists were
(1) a predatory sharper willing to
sacrifice anything to his vanity; (2)
a congenital alcoholic prostitute
whose social position kept her out of
jail; (3) a monstrous egoist who could
nnt decide between two women, and
so ruined both; (4) a mean-spirited
woman who spent twenty odd years in
nagging, or being nagged by two old
women whom she was paid to care
for; (5) a man who deserted his wife
because she loved him too much; (6)
a woman who preferred bossing men
to loving them, or indeed to life itself; .
('i) a noisy drunkard who uses the
Sinclair Lewis does not attack the
power of great wealth .with about the
church
per se-he does not even raise
spiritual insight of a ten-year-old boy;,
the
question
of the validity of re(8) a young girl who marries an old1
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
ligion.
He
is
not, like the medievals,
man for his money, freezes him, givesl
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
him dyspepsia, and runs away from~
(Continued on page 4, column 3.)
U Vern on Street,
Hartford, C01111.

G. F. Warfield & Co.
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THE TRIPOD
UNITED STATES SECURITY INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS
TRUST COMPANY
The following letter, though rather
COR. OF MAIN AND PEARL 8TS. long for the character of this column,
is quite interesting in that it shows
Banking-Trusts-Safe Deposit that the college youths of an older
g(•neration were thought to be no
Transfer Agents
more capable of taking care of themselves than the much-maligned youths
of today and should awake many
JOHN 0. ENDERS, Chairman of the Board.
pleasant thoughts in the minds of the
FRANCIS PARSONS, Viee-Ch. of the Board.
undergraduates living away from
ROBERT B. NEWELL, Pr•ideat.
home. The letter was written on August 15, 1853, to two Alfred University
freshmen, by their grandmother.
SHO~
Dear Boys:
Having an opportunity to send you
a few lines I wish to give you a few
cautions. You are from home. Your
credit depends upon your behavior.
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHEB AND You must be careful to keep good
con.pany. Do not associate with the
PRINT DEALER.
rowdies if any such t.h ere be; you will
soon find out the best boys. I want
you to keep steady as I consider you
27 Lewis Street, Hartford.
so now. You know how poor Dog
Tray fared by getting into bad company. You must not take it hard of
me. I want to caution you as I had
not much chance before you went
away. Be careful of your health as
you have no one to look out for you.
You m\l.st take care of yourselves. Do
not go out in the rain and get wet
and wear wet clothes. Do not go out
much evenings. Take good care of
your health. Do not study much evenings. Set your light behind you and
it will not hurt your eyes so much
Be careful to put out your candle
snuffer when you go to bed. Take
cRre of your fire in your stove. Do
not sit up late. Ask Kennoy's (the
President) advice when you a~e inAND LET A COLLEGE MAN
vited out as you are strangers. Be
GIVE YOUR ORDERS
careful of your clothes. Forget not
HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.
to keep your trunks locked. You
HE KNOWS.
kr:c.w there are all sorts of people in
the world. Do not lose your keys.
You must take care and not burn your
)(enn~!,Jlt!ackaj)
bods and shoes. Be careful not to
set your curtains on fire with your
HOTEL BOND.
candle.
·
Telephone 5-3050.
You will begin to think that Grand' '
mother thinks you are careless.. No,
I do not think' you anl more so ''than
others, but you are young and >thave
always had a careful Mother to take
I
care of you. You must now take good
10 CHAIRS.
care of yourselves.
David Maxim has been to see us.
H. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO David is a steady young man. I think
Proprietors
that you need not be afraid of going
' -"-'- - in company with him.
You must not neglect going to
meeting. David says he goes every
Branch Shop:
s~. bbath. Read your Bible. Be good
boys and you may make great men.
Remember all I have told you. I want
you to write me and grandfather.
My best love to you both,
(Signed)
Grandmother Sally Johnson.
ALWAYS RELIABLE
P. S.-Boys, do not have anything
to do with horses you are not acquainted with. Be careful and run
SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE no risks with them. Try to avoid goUNION EVERY FRIDAY~
ing where there is danger as much as
possible. You will think that I am
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers childish and so I am, but remember
what I say---these cautions may do
Middletown:
Hartford Office: you good. Read this and do not for205 Main Street
Bond Hotel
get.
Boys, look out for the girls. Do not
let them make spending money of
you; as I told you there are all sorts
of people in the world. Some girls
like to make spending money of the
boys and that is all they care for
OF THE BNfTER CLASS
them. Perchance, if the like of any
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
such are there; I want to caution you
as you are young.
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THE ART OF THE SHORT STORY. ized and the changes are in model not scribe, analyze, project no further. So
in kind.
subtlety pierced inward, and acceptWhat has become of the art of the
The truth is that while the recep- ing its limitation (like science) to
short story? Twenty years ago the tion committee was greeting the best
truth about a man before the picture
literary journals rang with its cele- designs of 1927 on the front porch the
of men should be painted, drove its
brations. What the short story was. art of the short story slipped out the
tiny bore on a thread like line into
what it could do for literature, what back door. It wearied in the moment
the core of the brain. Henceforth and
it might serve in life, was a daily of success and sought refuge elsefor a while the waves of sensation
theme for the writer of criticism.
where.
vibrating upon that inner consciousCollections of short stories drop toAnd where but in the novel! That ness were to interest critics. And no
day from the presses like eggs from originality which with elaborate skill
(Continued on page 4, column 3.)
a prize hen: there are rewards, din- focused' narrative upon a burning
ners, memorials, but the talk is of the point of experience-if you look for it
past, not the future, of success not now you will find it in the new novel
potentiality, of technique and market- of flowing consciousness. The novels : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
ability and type, not of hope and nov- of Virginia Woolf, of John dos Passos, •
elty and desire. Like the automQbile of Joyce, of Huxley, are essentially •
the short story has become standard- short stories. They are not short, but •
they are brief; they are not focused :
upon a moment, but they are nar- •
rowed to a phase. "Mrs. Dalloway" •
is as concentrated, as unified, as de- :
for three weeks. One of the co-eds pendent upon a single strand of sus- •
baa contracted scarlet fever and while pense as a story of Poe. The art, it
the freshman was calling there the appears, was not in .b revity in words :
Tri-Delt house was quarantined. He but in sharpness of focus. A line ac- •
washed all the dishes for the sorority complishes the desired purpose, if a •
'~He was a happy comlbination
to pay his board. At the conclusion point no longer serves. To seek a re- : of the amateurish and intense.
of his internment the freshman stated vealing situation which, captured in • His habit of absorption became
• a byword; fur if he visited a
it was great life.
brief narrative, should be significant • classmate's room and ·s aw a book
for life, was one way of achievement,
which interested him, instead o:f •
Maupassant's way, Kipling's way, 0. • joining in the talk, he would deHenry's way. To penetrate the con- • vour the book, <Oblivious of •
When Johns-Hopkins freshmen and sciousness on a straight line, co-ordieverything else, until the college
• ·b ell rang for the next lecture, •
sophomores get together plenty hap- nating external life to the mental • when he would jum.p up with a
pens. The following account appeared state of the hero, is another way; to • start, and dash oif. The quiet
In a small college in Minnesota a in the Johns-Hopkins News-Letter of link episodes on a lengthening chain • but firm teaching of his parents
new feature in the insurance business thi,; week:
the continuity of which alone is signi- • bore fruit in him; he came to •
college with a ·b ody of rational •
bar: been developed. An agent takes
Pandemonium raged for more than ficant, because it is ego and the links : moral principles which he made
risks upon the probability of students 25 minutes last night as tumblers, incongruity, is still another way, and • no parade of, but obeyed instincbeing called upon in recitation. Can- plates and shattered windows filled thl:'se are modern and the chosen : tively. And so, where many
not a similar system be put in opera- the air of the Annapolis Armory methods of novelists wearying of the • young fellows ·a re thrown off
tion here, the insurance center of when a band of nearly fifteen sopho- broad Victorian canvas, discontent : their balance on first acquiring
the freedom which college life
America? A couple of dollars would mores tried to break up the freshman with the simple situation, wishing to : gives, or are dazed and distractbe ve.,:y welcome compensation after banquet. Almost all the municipal re- go deeper, truer, narrower, toward the • ed on first hearing the babel of
one has made an ass of himself in : sources of the small state capital were goal of reality.
• strange philosophies or novel
class.
exhausted after the police departHenry James was an intermediary . • doctrines, he walked straight,
• •
. ment, the fire department and finally in this new art of the stretched short . : held himself erect, and was not
fooled into mistaking novelty
His later novels, "The Wings ' • for truth, or libertinism for
1 th<> local National Guard were called story.
The longest single date on record is · out to quell the riot. Finally order of the Dove" for example, are studies ( : manliness."-"Theodore Rooseprobably that of a freshman whol was restored and the freshmen con- of single situations expanded to the • velt," by William Roscoe Thaylived in the. Delta Delta Delta sorority 1 tinued their banquet peacefully and : bursting point. .Subtlety could go no • er.
house at the University of Colorado , extremely happily.
further in that direction, could de- l ·~·~~~<M~~~~~~IW~M>~
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Reward for Explanation of
Depression "Wave" in Colleges.

-· ,_ BQOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 2, column 3.)

drawing a wholesale indictment
against lasciviousness and hypocrisy
in the clergy. Some are, some are not,
New York, March 25-The "New but that is not .the point of his satire.
York Evening Post" today offered a The weight of it falls upon an educaprize of $100 to the college under- tional system that permits an ignorant
graduate who best explains the boor to pass as educated, and a cun"wave" of mental depression appar- ning animal, too thick-headed to be
ently sweeping through American sceptical, to profess a theology that
f>chools and colleges.
he does not understand and teach a
"Has the American undergraduate Christianity which he comprehends
a post-war neurosis?" asks the "Eve- only in its formulas and its profitable
ning Post" in announcing the offer. fruits. Elmer has happened often
"Just what is responsible for the mel- enough to raise the question as to his
ancholia which seems to have invaded evidential value. Considered as a type,
the campus today? Does modern ed- he is egregiously unfair to the averucation foster too much independent, age minister, as are all satiric porunguided thinking?
traits since they take, perforce, the
"We have the opinions of university exceptional man in whom evil tendeans, faculty members and psycholo- dencies show themselves in laboratory
gists as to why this morbid tendency examples. But is he unfair to a syshas spread among students. Now we tem which, if we believe Mr. Lewis,
would like to know how undergrad- gives predatory brutes such unexamuates themselves interpret the abnor- pled opportunities? Can Baptist arid
mal attitude which some of their fel- Methodist ministers be like him, can
lows have towards life."
revivalists, male and female, be like
Besides $100 for the best 500-word the precious pair in the book-and
answer to this question, the "Post" "get away with it"? Instead of sprayhas also offered $10 for every letter ing bullets at the blasphemy, the expublished.
aggeration, the partisanship of
Lewis's book, this is the issue which
critics of his thesis should debate. It
is quite unnecessary to determine
whether the best known woman revivalist is intentionally represented by
the astonishing Sharon of "Elmer
Gantry." It is very important to
DR. OGILBY'S VISIT.
know whether the business of revival(Continued from page 1, column 4.) ism, as Lewis describes it, is as he demilk her, but nothing further was to scribes it, for, if so, the religious vambe done. iOn reflection that night, pire is sure to appear.
All this is to discuss ·"Elmer Ganthe students saw the point and removed the cow before the health of- try," not as a novel, but as journalism,
and that is precisely what it is, highficers of Hartford got busy.
powered journalism making news of
.At the conclusion of the speaking, the religious world. We think of
the Centennial film was exhibited for Lewis as a modern, but actually his
the first time in Philadelphia, to the really
important
books - "Main
very great pleasure of the members Street," "Babbitt," "Arrowsmith,"
}Vho attended the dinner. Altogether, "Elmer Gantry"-belong in the Victhe gathering was one of the most torian line; the raucous style, the
satisfactory and pleasant held in Phil- modern scene, the frank rough-andadelphia. Among those present were tumble of the description, conceal the
Lloyd Reynolds, George A. Boyce, fact that they are not only succesSamJUel Coons, Rev. Paul Howe sors, they are the companions, of
Charles Easterby, John D. Woolam: those wrathful studies by Charles
A. B. Linslej, R. E. Kinney, Herman Kingsley, those moral epics of George
Schwartz, Rev. H. Parrish, Rev. Jac- Eliot, those colloquial satires of Mark
ob Leroy, Rev. Louis C. Washburn, Twain, those first biting plays of
Rev. S. Holden, William S. Eaton, Shaw, and, of course, the social novels
William Wright and a number of of Wells, in which the authors called
others.
upon the intellect to save society, and
IRefeiTing to the visit of Doctor excoriated, most of all, ignorance.
Ogilby to Philadelphia, and the pres- You will find Elmer Gantrys in less
ence at the dinner of the son of a for- journalized form in all these books.
mer president, Judge Buffington, You will find his alter ego in Babbitt,
gave an interesting account of a visit who suffers from his kind of ignoto Philadelphia made immediately fol- ranee because, unlike Elmer, he has a
lowing the Civil War by the then heut; you will find him in the quacks
president of the College, Doctor Ker- of AlTowsmith, who are less dangerfoot. He was elected a delegate to ous than Elmer only because they
the General Convention of the E:pis- handle the body, not the mind.
Lewis was t oo angry in this book to
copal Church held in Philadelphia immediately after the Civil War. Two be at his best. When the trail of igbishops from the southern branch of · norance led him to the murky place
the Church were present at the gath- where men's souls and women's
erings of the Convention to see wihat bodies are exploited in the name of
its attitute would be toward the SouJth. religion, he struck out with little art
Horace Binney, a leading member of but the knock-him-down variety. He
the Philadelphia Bar and head of the is a prosecuting attorney (as the press
Union League which had done so so often is) rather than a novelist.
much to sustain President Lincoln It was not religious wrongs that fired
during the War, was in attendanee at him, for Lewis has little religion
the Convention as a delegate, and he though plenty of ethics in his brain;
introduced and sponsored a resolu- it was the affront to right thinking
tion refeiTing to the southern Church and right living. He is a man who
w.hich if it had ever been adopted has stepped into a pig-pen and strikes
would have kept the Church split in with whatever is hardest and sharpest
two. 'The defeat ,o f this resolution at the assaulting beasts.
and a fraternal invitation to the visitLet us not ask then whether this
ing bishops, to take part in the con- pastor or that revivalist is like Elmer
vention was introduced, sponsored, Gantry, but whether colleges, semiand carried through by President naries, congregations, people can be
Kerfoot, in the face of the most vio- like that. If an Elmer Gantry is poslent and partisan opposition.
The sible, then this book is justified.-Satfact that the Presbyterian, Metho- urday Review of Literature.
dist, and Baptist Churches are all today divided between their northern
and the southern 'b ranches, and the
happy fact that the Elpiscopal Church
at onee went back to its old pre-war THE ART OF THE SHORT STORY.
unity was brought about by the cou(Continued from page 3, column 5.)
rageous able statesmanship and advocacy of President Kerfoot who method of writing, however fantastic,
headed the Connecticut delegation to not even the endless musings of a
the Convention. 'T his historic story, Dorothy Richardson novel, not even
largely unknown today, shows how the rhythmic nonsense of Gertrude
great a service in that regard in- Stein's style, nor the inconse:utive
bringing about a united Episcopal episodes of "Manhattan Transfer,"
Church was done by Trinity College. uc,r the trivial worthless expe-dcr.c<•

of tired Parisians, nor the half-bred
moonings of pathological cases, seems
without significance.
It is all extraordinarily interesting
and technically important to a high
degree. Yet after all, the stretched
short story is like the old short story,
a device, a means, a barrow in which
one picks up what the great novelists
of scope and power have left unregarded by the wayside. The comparison may seem unfair to the best
writers. It is like a new projectile
oi greater penetration the principles
of which will later be applied to great
shells that bursting break the crust of
life and reveal its inner chambers. But
Jet us drop confusing figures. The
experimental novel is still an eX!periment. It eannot yet satisfy the human desire to see society depicted in
the large, men and women, not merely psychoses, neuroses, pathologies,
states of consciousness. In English,
Galsworthy, Bennett, Willa Gatherto choose typical examples-are doing
for this generation what some later
novelists, who will adapt to the world
what is being tried upon the ego, will
accomplish for the next. Old-fashioned? Yes, perhaps. But we should
have no record of our society in its
normal aspects, no "characters" in the
age-old sense if they, too, ttied to
\\Tite books where breadth was sacrificed to depth and intensity.-Saturday Review of Literature.

HUMOR?
.CoiTective Old Gentleman-"My little man, you mustn't say, 'I ain't going.' You must say, 'I am not going.' He is not going.' 'We are not
going.' 'They are not going'."
•L ittle Johnny-"Ain't nobody goin''!"
-Judge.

••

Jester-" 'Tis bitter cold without.''
Watch-"Without what?"
"Without breeches."
-Judge.

••
It is a known fact that a man with
a Harvard diploma and ten cents can
get a cup of coffee anywhere.--Judge.

* *
Our idea of preparation is the boy
who took four years of journalism
and then opened a newsSJtand.
-Judge

••

·Conan-" What would ...you say to
poor old Jenkins if we could communicate to the other world?"
Doyle-"How in hell are you'!"
-Judge.

* *
Blast Kills Three.
The poison campaign and the padlock program have made it hard to
get a really good drink unless you are
a policeman, a prohibition agent or a
revenuer.
-Judge.

••

In an effort to elim~nate skidding
and noise, London is now experimenting with rubber streets. What this
country needs is rubber pedestrians.

••
Cold Wave Hits City.
A New York motion pieture theater
th!llt was recently opened, has an art
gallery, college-room., lounging-room,
smoking-room, grand lobby, foyer,
super organ and a fountain. The only
thing that seems to be lacking is a
movie worth while going to see.

••
The trouble with America's foreign
relations seems to ·b e th!llt they are
too darn poor.

* *
·The worst thing about football is
that none of the cheerleaders ever get
1They call him Antony because he's
injured.
-Judge. such an easy mark.
-Judge.
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